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Why we need direct democracy 
 

 

There are no governments, only private-owned corporations posing as 

governments that are owned by the politicians themselves and the 

owners of politics and the entire state system (royalty, the Vatican and 

the banks with other business interests). Politicians use the political and 

state system to steal our wages, called taxes, and then transfer it 

through the state and onward into their private-owned companies, in 

other words into their own pockets. 

 

It works like this: At the start of each "crisis" that they themselves plan 

and agree upon in advance, such as a war, a "disaster" created by 

weather manipulation or a "scary virus", they set up budgets with fancy 

names like "Emergency Fund" for monkey, aviary, rat, papaya, onion 

"flu/virus" or other plandemics to money launder your money (taxes) to 

go through their newly erected "Emergency Fund" or "Budget" to which 

they have allocated huge sums of money (i.e. theft). From this 

fund/budget the stolen monies are then distributed onward into their 

own companies. In the case of a "disaster" they set up short-lasting 

businesses on a project-to-project basis, advertised using attractive 

names such as "rebuilding" after the disaster. Rebuilding = destroy with 

intent and then "rebuild" = because YOU have to foot the bill.  

 

These same people that plan all wars and disasters also own and run 

the media and medical industry. They get the media to brainwash the 

population of each country to be scared and believe war is coming or 

an annual scary "virus" or the "end of the world" through climate change 

to get them to hate a chosen enemy or be scared of a non-existing 

threat - that they create entirely themselves. Add to this that a large 

part of the western medical industry is built upon lies (the Germ theory). 

 

These crafty politicians have already stolen our country through the set-

up of the Bretton Wood Agreement in 1946 stealing what was our joint-

owned country, its resources and services and turned them into 

companies that THEY now own, while making you their tax-paying milk 

cows bringing money constant into their accounts. Perhaps you had a 
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National Health Service previously and natural resources and now they 

are all privately owned? In addition, you have to pay twice. Why do 

you need to pay for health insurance when they have already stolen 

your taxes and claim this money is used for running your country? Does 

this add up?  

 

They swing their scare propaganda from project A to project B and 

then back to project A or C, according to where they want the money 

to flow, like wars to steal oil, all the companies involved in money 

laundering for the "climate change" like the windmills that destroy 

nature and the sun panels that have frequencies that damage your 

health over time, create more heat and assist in their machinery-

manipulated climate change. Add to this today's plandemic! 

 

Politicians sit together to invent and write laws using their fake Maritime 

Law system where they give themselves the right to whatever they 

fancy - that suits them and their controllers (the New World Order). 

While they write these fake BILLS, ACTS, POLICIES and MANDATES they 

set up the ear-marked, massive budgets as described above (stolen 

tax-payers money) to go towards these "emergencies" like Haiti Disaster, 

Climate Change, Clinton Foundation, Corona Emergency and the like. 

They use the media (brainwashing) to make many of you pay twice - so 

many are so effectively brainwashed that they voluntary GIVE away a 

percentage of their own hard-earned wages monthly to so-called 

charities that behind the scenes are owned by the same globalist 

players.  

 

These "charities" produce fancy brochures that claim your donation is 

going to support their self-created disasters with the building of 

orphanages when the children are kidnapped and sold into child 

slavery and their own pedophilia rings - and the money going into the 

pockets of those who put the disasters into motion! Follow the money!  

 

Once the "disaster" is in full swing they provide "solutions" that transfer 

money to their own companies where they use Contract Law, part of 

their fake Maritime Law system, to set up money-making contracts for 
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themselves (they own all sides of wars and disasters etc). This way the 

money just keeps flowing into and within the same circle of friends! Isn't 

that great?!? 

 

And see how quickly they have their products lined up for every 

disaster! For example, today's plandemic fraud in the form of masks, the 

plastic dividing walls in the shops, the stickers with the "Keep your 

distance", the tests and the vaccines, the respirators, the numbers killed 

(they earn money off of the Death Certificates which are 

interconnected with their fake monetary system) and the doctors and 

nurses are all paid commission for killing us (without being held 

accountable because of their fake Maritime Law). Nice, eh? 

 

On top of all this, hospitals never focus on giving you nutrition or tell you 

how to look after yourself, but focus on buying in the latest, newest and 

very expensive equipment because this is a great opportunity to 

money-launder the population's money through the above-mentioned 

Contract Law. Hell, they can't patent natural food, can they? Look how 

they always buy in hospital equipment that costs millions, like scanning 

and radiation equipment, that quess what, harm and kill you - over 

time.  

 

In Germany and other countries, where they force you to pay Health 

Insurance, which is 100% theft and has nothing to do with health, a 

quick look at the policy contents shows you their intentions = to kill the 

population with cancer treatment = give you cancer by design. All 

cancer "treatment" is covered in these policies, as well as all those 

heavy-metal and poison-filled vaccines and other methods that kill you, 

for their profit over x amount of time. Great, isn't it? 

 

Those benefitting from the millions and trillions behind the scene are 

pedophiles who sacrifice children and drink their blood in front of live 

camera so that their controllers have evidence of their loyalty to this 

system and can use these videos with top politicians sexually abusing 

and then killing small children to blackmail them into submittance to 

follow their orders (of the royalty, banks and the Vatican with their 
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insane technocrat associates that own and run the entire system). This 

insane system that is run by generational satanic pedophiles that 

sacrifice children and drink their blood in occult rituals are the owners 

and controllers of the entire political, state system, monetary and 

judicial systems. 

 

Have you read this far, you now realize that government and politics is 

organized crime at the highest levels with politicians their frontline 

agents. You know this system by the word "democracy". The word 

democracy is put together between demo and cratia which is people 

rule but it says nothing about who these people are and what they 

represent. But we now know that democracy is the hideout for the worst 

criminals on the planet. 

 

We are brainwashed over many generations to believing that this 

political system of "democracy" works in our favor and that politicians 

work for us when they don't - they work to rob and plunder the 

population on behalf of the system's owners who have stolen your 

country from you. Politicians commit high treason because they claim 

to do something they do not - to serve you and represent your interests - 

this is misrepresentation. 

 

And this dear reader is why we need real direct democracy. 

  

Conclusion: 

 

1. Politics was invented to ensure nothing of any good ever comes to 

the people. 

2. Politics is a method of controlling, suppressing and plundering the 

population posing as a joint-owned service center providing the 

population with jointly-used services when in reality it is used for 

stealing the country's natural resources that the population owns 

jointly, as well as steal the profits from the sales of these resources, 

and transfer what should be joint-owned and run services into their 

own private companies.  
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3. Politics is organized crime. Politicians commit high treason through 

misrepresentation because they claim they work for and represent 

you and your country when they don't.  

4. The easiest way to get rid of today's freemason-run corporate 

political society control system is to replace it with a real peoples' 

democracy system rooted in International Human Rights/Common 

Law.  

 

 
 

 

 

 


